Fuel cells (FC) can hardly react a hundred percent of fuel, because the cell potential becomes zero if all of the fuel is consumed at FC. Therefore a small amount of fuel is released from FC, even when pure H 2 is used as fuel. Figure 1 shows the V-i characteristic and the ir loss of hydrogen separation pump (HSP). The typical cell potential was 100 mV for HSP at our experimental condition of current density i of 0.49 A/cm 2 and H 2 treatment ratio of 98%. Anode gas of 10-100% H 2 concentration diluted with N 2 has been tested, showing a little increasing overpotential.
V-i characteristics of hydrogen compression pump (HCP) up to cathode pressure of 0.4 Mpa, has shown about 75 mV increase of cell potential from that at 0.1 MPa, as shown in Fig. 2 . In the HCP, activation overpotential did not change so much with increase of cathode pressure, but ir loss increases a little. Thus our experimental results show that HSP and HCP can work as a good separation and compression pump of exhausted hydrogen from PEMFC. The HSP performance has also been estimated by our modified simulation code of PEMFC. The caluculated current density agreed well with the measured density at segmented electrodes cell. Figure 3 show various compression powers against compression ratio. The points shows the performance get at own at current density 0.1 A/cm 2 . The chained line shows compression power of a conventional mechanical compressor with adiabatic efficiency assumed of 0.65. Own HCP shows an efficiency comparable with a mechanical compressor of 65% adiabatic efficiency.
We also attempted to recover hydrogen from exhaust gas of a commerciall 1 kW class PEMFC by own HSP to return hydrogen to PEMFC again. The total hydrogen utilization ratio was improved from 99.7 to 99.95%. Fuel cells (FC) can hardly react a hundred percent of fuel, because the cell potential becomes zero if all of the fuel is consumed at FC. Therefore a small amount of fuel is released from FC, even when pure H 2 gas is used as fuel. If the space, where the exhaust H 2 is released, is closed up such as the space of deep underground or undersea, the released amount of H 2 may be restricted to an allowable level. The depleted H 2 can be recovered by the hydrogen separation pump (HSP) such as proposed here. When we supply electricity to the polymer electrolyte by an external power source, H 2 can easily be separated and pumped up from anode to cathode according to the principle of "concentration cell". In this study we have preliminarily tested the HSP, and our experimental results show that the HSP can work as a good separation and compression pump of exhausted hydrogen from FC. The typical cell potential was 100 mV for HSP at our experimental condition of current density of 0.49 A/cm 2 and H 2 treatment ratio of 98%. 1 MEA GDL (1) (2) (3) (4) H 2 (P a ) → 2H + + 2e − · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (1) 2H + + 2e − → H 2 (P c ) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (2) H 2 (P a ) → H 2 (P c ) · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (3)
ln P c P a + ir + η · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (4)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (6) 3. 
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V-i ave. Fig. 9 . V-i ave. characteristics change of hydrogen pump by change of H 2 concentration.
10 η-i ave. Fig. 10 . η-i ave. characteristics of overpotential by change of H 2 concentration.
11 Fig. 11 . Cathode H 2 flow rate and current efficiency at atmospheric hydrogen pump for change of H 2 concentration.
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